




























































































































































































War Memorial Summary 
 
No work was carried out to the Specification or the Quotation, but payment was invoiced and made 
for the Full Amount.  The Paving Stones are a prime example.  Quoted and Invoiced at £6,357; what 
was supplied cost circa £1,600.  Even worse TSW invoiced LTC for £800 to replace cracked paving 
stones. 
 
LTC hired the TSW, a contractor who was not qualified to do repairs to the War Memorial.  Paul 
Jones was clueless about Contracts or Statutory Regulations.  I pointed this out to all councillors in 
an email dated 4 Feb 22, I stated:  This sorry episode must end, we have a duty to Stuart Heaton and 
the People of Ledbury to rectify matters.  On Wednesday 7th February, we must decide Police or 
incompetence?  Neither of these were accepted because this council has refused to accept 
responsibility for actions taken re. the War Memorial. 
 
It has been proven beyond any doubt that TSW presented invoices for £5,025 more than they should 
have.  LTC Paid these, where were the check and balances.  During a telephone call on Fri 10 March, 
the Mayor stated all payments to TSW were genuine, I challenged him to prove my summary of 
payments wrong.  Stating if the Mayor can prove me wrong, I will withdraw from both Herefordshire 
Council and LTC Elections, if he couldn’t, I expected him to withdraw. 
 
There has been little concern for the victims, they have been ignored: 
 
1. WW2 Veteran Stuart Heaton who donated £30,642 
2. The men whose names are on the WM 
3. The People of Ledbury, especially those who have Family Members, named on the WM 
4. Ledbury Council Tax Payers 
 
LTC had a quote from TSW for £17,355, to change the sub-standard paving, he had knowingly 
wrongly laid.  Steve Ellis pointed the shortcomings out in Mid Oct 21 and wrote an Interim Report.  
This it seems was ignored because the quote from TSW is dated 7 Dec 21.  This was redacted from 
my Second FOI, by Cllrs Howells and Manns, they were trying to hide what had gone on.  Two Local 
Contractors pointed out the failing, one of the emails was dated 4 January 2021, still nothing was 
done.  To make matters worse, LTC were still getting TSW to quote.  A quotation was sent by Paul 
Jones, dated 22 February 2021, the cost has increased to £19,155, this was also redacted.  Three 
people warned them that Sub-Standard Materials had been used and they were still communicating 
with TSW, we must ask why? 
 
If the information from the two local contractors had been available the Police may have looked at 
the case differently.  Their findings and timings are crucial.  Then there is the Internal Auditor, he 
wrote a report stating that Mal Hughes the current Chair of Finance, was unhelpful for pointing out 
that LTC had broken the law!  I Propose a Resolution to take this to the Police as a council, to finally 
get closure on this sorry episode.  This is based on a recommendation (F579 - Pages 3, 4 and 5) from 
FPGP meeting dated 23 March 23. 














































































